Future Mobility
DEEP DIVE WEEK
20 - 24 May 2019, Berlin
ETVENTURE STARTUP HUB

Welcome to the Future Mobility Challenge
The open innovation challenge for European scale-up startups
FUTURE MOBILITY
CHALLENGE

Mobility corporates
automotive, rail & aeroespacial

Deep Dive Week Berlin
20 - 24 May

European mobility
scale-up startups

We invite European sale-up startups from across the mobility ecosystem including automotive, rail
and aerospace industries to join the Deep Dive Week Berlin and its Future Mobility Challenge and
connect with mobility corporates and investors.
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Berlin is Europe capital of Future Mobility
Berlin has established itself as one of the top startup hubs in Europe. The German capital records more than 40
thousand startups, translating into one of the highest startup to inhabitant ration.
Over the past few years, over 50 corporate accelerators and other special programmes, such as Lufthansa,
Deutsche Bahn, Volkswagen, Daimler, E.ON and Bosch have moved their innovation hubs to Berlin and stimulate
innovation in the mobility sector. Berlin is the gateway to the German market and it’s strong Mittelstand (SMEs).
The Berlin Deep Dive Week will be an action-packed program with real benefits for scale-ups that participate,
including:

Acceleration

Soft landing &
co-creation workshops

Pitch Sessions

Access to local
mobility ecosystem
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Berlin - Mobility Hub and Gateway to German Industry

Home to
successful
Mobility startups

Home to German
mobility companies
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Agenda – Deep Dive Week in Berlin

Date

Day 1

Day 2

Day 3

Day 4

May 20

May 21

May 22

May 23

Welcome & Introduction
Session

Kick-off
Innovation Sprint

The Berlin Mobility
Startup Ecosystem

Corporate Partners
Challenge Pitches

Soft-landing
workshops

Co-creation Sessions

Morning

Afternoon

Teams arrive
in Berlin

Evening

First get-together

How to bring your
company to Berlin in 2
weeks or less
Future of Mobility
Meetup @wavespace

Ideation & rapid
prototyping
sessions

Startups & corporate
Final Pitch Session
partners work together to
validate technology &
business models
Investors & corporates
BBQ - Networking
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What you get
Acceleration

Qualified introductions to get leads for your new local clients

Soft Landing

Packed agenda so you become familiar with the key players in
the Berlin ecosystem

Mobility specific

Matchmaking with corporates & procurers looking to
co-develop solutions in your field

Tailored support

Daniel Salgado from etventure will be your Scaling Manager

Lighthouse community

Our network & Scaling Managers remain at your disposal

Travel costs support

Reimbursement of up to 500€ of travel expenses!
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Beyond the Deep Dive Week

In addition, by joining our DDW, you will qualify to receive:
▪ An Europass: access to top 6 EU events & invite-only pitching opportunities
▪ A ticket to our Scouting Missions beyond the EU: Silicon Valley, New York and Israel
▪ Access to the Top 10 Lighthouse Awards event (exciting prizes!) and a place in our Hall of Fame
...all taking place in 2019 to help boost your business!
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etventure Startup Hub
Germany’s Startup Experts
The etventure Startup Hub is based in Berlin and is part of the
etventure GmbH and EY network. The company was founded
in 2014 as a major part of the etventure family and has built a
broad network into the European startup ecosystem as well as
valuable investor and corporate contacts. etventure Startup
Hub
is
active
in:
• startup building and support in Europe and beyond
(European Pioneers, IoT European Platforms Initiative and
European Data Incubator)
• ecosystem building focusing on entrepreneurial and
technology environments
• driving corporate innovation by connecting corporates with
startups
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Your Scaling Manager in Berlin

Daniel Salgado Moreno
Startup Ecosystem Manager
daniel.salgado@etventure.com
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APPLY NOW!
www.f6s.com/deepdiveweekberlin2019/apply

www.startuplighthouse.eu
@eu_lighthouse

#StartupLighthouse

https://www.f6s.com/startuplighthouse
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